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About the Regional and Global Energy Interconnection (RGEI) Initiative
The RGEI Initiative was established at the 9th Clean Energy Ministerial meeting in Copenhagen/Malmö in
May 2018. RGEI’s objectives are to:
* Discuss conducive policy and regulatory framework regarding regional and global power system integration
* Build consensus on facilitating energy transition via increased proportion of renewable energy in energy
consumption and enhanced grid interconnection
* Encourage CEM member countries to engage in the process of RGEI and seize collaborative opportunities
CEM Members: China, Chile, Finland, Korea, South Africa, United Arab Emirates. RGEI works with other
regional and national technical organizations in the field of power system integration including State Grid
Corporation of China, the Korea Electric Power Corporation, and others.
Operating Agent: Global Energy Interconnection Development and Cooperation Organization (GEIDCO)
Contact: Zhu Zheng, zheng-zhu@geidco.org, +86-1063411675
RGEI Link: https://www.cleanenergyministerial.org/initiative-clean-energy-ministerial/regional-and-globalenergy-interconnection-rgei-initiative
GEIDCO Link: https://www.geidco.org/
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Three regional interconnections: Maghreb, Mashreq (EIJLLPST), and GCC

Maghreb: Algiers
Declaration, connected to
Europe (ENTSO-E), Moroccan
renewables
Mashreq: Underutilized
interconnections, lacking
institutional framework
GCC Grid: Institutionally advanced
(GCCIA), fully owned grid (regional
TSO), interest to develop short-term
market. GCC can form an advanced
power pool for others to join, but
subsidies must be addressed
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But power trade is very low in the Middle East, even among developing countries
• 2% of electricity produced in the region is traded
• Almost all are one-off, irregular trades
• GCC interconnections function at 5-6% capacity (almost 50% in Europe)
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Political-economic challenge across MENA: Rapidly increasing power demand, plus
fiscal squeeze on government budgets
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Responding to the challenge: Market reform and liberalization to enable trade, plus
integrating renewable generation capacity (energy transition)
• Development of regional markets will have to contend with varying
speeds of domestic reforms
• Strengthening market liquidity is essential for bulk electricity and gas
trade
• Pricing of electricity and gas should reflect the economic cost of
production
• Benchmarking pricing is a near-term fix… but eventually effective
subsidy reform is crucial to addressing the concern of implicit wealth
transfer
• Increasing the share of renewable energy in power generation to
free up hydrocarbons for export, spur a local technology ecosystem,
foster employment, and improve sustainability
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Regional trade lowers system costs, increases reliability, and brings benefits to
MENA relative to the status quo

Access to Wider Pool of Generating Units
Reliability Enhanced | Systems Costs Optimized| More Transparent Pricing

Improved
Finances of
Governments
and Utilities

Increased
Prosperity in
the Region

Reduced
Regional
Environmental
Impact

Incentive to
Reduce
Subsidies &Grid
Open Access

Contribute to
Peace &
Stability
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The Pan Arab Electricity Market (PAEM) initiative to create second electricity
market after EU, deliver multiple benefits

Improving energy security

Emissions reduction - lower
cost of compliance with INDC

24% cost savings on
unserved demand

System costs savings due to
coordinated investment and trade
$78 billion

Increasing average utilization
37% (i.e. 320% higher than
2018)

9% system cost reduction with trade

PAEM’S
KEY
BENEFITS
IN 20202035…

Enabling higher share of renewable
energy: 30% of capacity in 2035
(vs 1.4% 2018)

Catalyzing private investment in
renewable energy technologies
$136 billion
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Biggest gains from trade are without gas subsidies, with CO2 cap
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How energy subsidies constrain trade?
•

Subsidies on electricity tariffs in importing countries stress the financial condition of the
importing country's electric utility, increasing off-take and payment risks

•

Subsidies on electricity tariffs in the exporting county results in over-consumption,
reducing the amount of electricity that could be traded at international prices.

•

Subsidies on generation fuels may result in the unintended export of subsidies to the
importing country.
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Existing regional interconnections (2018)
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…versus targeted interconnections in 2035 (prioritize connections with > 50%
utilization in all cases analyzed)
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*Interconnection utilization is defined as the annual average interconnection utilization. It refers to the unitless ratio
calculated by dividing the yearly electricity flowing over a transmission line by the maximum possible yearly electricity flow.
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PAEM has the potential to play a key role in electricity trade within and beyond
its borders (Asia-Europe-Africa trade potential)
Electricity Pool

System size (GW)

European network of
transmission system operators
for electricity (ENTSOe)

1,030

Pan-Arab Regional Electricity
Market (PAEM)

246

Brazil-Uruguay-Argentina

130

Mid-Western states (US) and
Manitoba (CA)

110

Greater Mekong Sub-region
and Nam-Theun 2

83

South African Power Pool
(SAPP)

56

SIEPAC (Central American
Countries)

10
- Market size estimated by total generation capacity
installed or peak demand
- Map is for illustration of regional power pools and
does not reflect geographical borders
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Challenge to identify, convince, and empower local champions for trade and market
integration
• Bottom-up approaches
• 1990s OECD reform model is not one-size-fits-all
• Interim solutions to demonstrate benefits of trade and build consensus
• Some degree of regional institutionalization will be necessary…
but institutional development should follow practical need
• Respect challenges and national circumstances when it comes to
domestic political, market, and institutional reform

Advancement of regional energy trade is ultimately the product of national political considerations
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The PA-RETP Initiative

W H AT

IS

THE

PA-RETP

I N I T I AT I V E ?

A collaboration platform between the WBG, regional partners, and IFIs
to support regional champions (e.g. LAS) to implement the building
blocks of institutionalizing electricity and gas trade among the Arab
countries. It has the following areas of focus:

Enabling
regional
electricity and
gas trade.

1

Developing
regional
governance
structures and
institutions

2

Innovative financing
solutions to
advance regional
electricity and gas
investments

3
15
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Highlights of the PA-RETP’s products to establish the PAEM
Enabling
regional
electricity trade

Developing regional
governance structures
and institutions
General Agreement

Regional Pricing
Mechanism
Electricity Trade Model
(built in-house)

Economic and financial
feasibility studies
template and guidebook
Institutional capacity
building programs

(Legal)

Market Agreement+
Market design guide
Grid Code

Innovative financing
solutions to advance
regional electricity
Regional Investment
Masterplan (Part-1
&modeling completed)

Financing Modalities
(private, public, PPP)
Financing Options and
potential funding plans

Regional institutions
Regional Market
Facilitation
Bylaws of the market
committees
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The PA-RETP aims at achieving the PAEM objectives at different levels
▪ Building a must-needed and consistent momentum of political support and “trust” to not only construct physical
cross-border interconnection but also cooperation for trade on commercial basis
▪ Addressing the major energy prices distortions (mainly fuel and tariff subsidies) in a systematic and transparent way
▪ Overcoming the lack of transparent trade pricing (i.e. limited price discovery to utilize most efficient, cleaner, and
cost-effective supply)
▪ Solving institutional weaknesses at the national level – there are limited entities with the authority, expertise,

incentive and financial resources to undertake regional trade
▪ Absence of a harmonized regulatory framework governing electricity trade and independent institutions to oversee
operations and market development (to be addressed by the PAEM governance framework)
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Thank You

